References format to be used in MSE 380, 381, 480, 482

The reference format used in MSE 380, 381, 480 and 482 is based on the format required by the Journal of the American Ceramic Society. These instructions may be found online: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1551-2916/homepage/jace_author_guidelines.html#refstyle

References

Journal of the American Ceramic Society uses a numbering system for references. Journal names are abbreviated using common abbreviations to save space. The references follow the text. Complete information is essential. Manuscripts without complete references or incorrect format will not be accepted into the review process.

General Notes

- Place citation numbers for references as superscript numbers in the text. Citations are numbered sequentially, first in the text, then through the references, then through the figure and table captions.
- Each reference can be listed only once. Each reference should have its own number and not include other text.
- Any reference to a personal communication should be given a number in the text and placed, in correct sequence, in the references.
- Papers that are “in press” can be cited in a submission, but the paper must be available to provide to reviewers. If possible, the reference should be updated during copy–editing.
- For cited papers that have been published only electronically, please include the DOI.
- Non–English titles of books should include the English translation of the title, in parentheses, following the non–English title.
- Titles of periodicals should be abbreviated in accordance with the Chemical Abstracts Service Source Index (CASSI).
- All references should be typed double–spaced.
- The use of software tools, such as EndNote for reference management and formatting are recommended. EndNote reference styles can be searched at http://endnote.com/downloads/styles.

Creating the Reference List

For journal articles, list last name followed by initials for all authors, separated by a space: Green, A.B , Ishida, CD. Use "et al." for more than 6 authors after listing the names of the first 3 authors. Titles of cited articles are included, with words in sentence case, followed by a period. Journal titles use CASSI abbreviations but otherwise unformatted, followed by a period. Without any spaces, volume year is followed by semicolon, followed by volume number and, if applicable issue number in brackets, followed by colon, followed by hyphenated page range. End each listing with a period. Do not use ibid. or op. cit.

Book references should include (as applicable) authors' names, chapter/ section title, editors' names, book title, publisher's location and name, year of publication, and page range. Papers from proceedings should include author names, title of paper, and name, date and location of relevant meeting.

Non–English titles of books should include the English translation of the title, in parentheses, following the non–English title.

For research first published in the EarlyView Wiley web site, online journals, and preprints available on the Internet, see the examples below. These are considered published papers.

For a complete guide to the Vancouver style, please refer to https://wol-prod-cdn.literatumonline.com/pb-assets/Martin%20G/VANCOUVER_Reference_guide.pdf
Reference Style Examples

Journal

4. Faber KT, Asefa T, Backhaus-Ricoult M, et al. The role of ceramic and glass science research in meeting societal challenges: Report from an NSF-sponsored workshop. J Am Ceram Soc. 2017;100(5);1777-1803. [7 or more authors]

Book


Proceedings


Patent

When you need to refer to a manufacturer:

Manufacturers
Manufacturer–specific information regarding materials or equipment used in the work should be included in parentheses following the generic name for the material or equipment, for example, 'optical microscope (Model 123, Wabash Instruments, Center City, IN).'</n

Here is where the official “common abbreviations” used for journal titles may be found.

Chemical Abstracts Service Source Index (CASSI) search tool.